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ffiM Compatible Price Reductions 
Last month we told you about IBM's announcement of the PC 
Convertible and about price reductions for the IBM XT and AT. Those 
of you who have been watching the microcomputer industry (for more 
than two weeks) probably guessed that companies who make IBM 
compatibles (Zenith, Hewlett-Packard, and AT&1) would lower their 
prices in response to IBM. Pat yourself on the back, you guessed right. 
In fact, late April and early May was a nightmare of changing prices, 
and it was nearly impossible to update our handouts fast enough to keep 
up with the unsettled prices and product configurations. Now that the 
dust has settled, let's look at prices for some of the IBM compatibles. 

Part 

Zenith 
ZF-148-42 

ZF-158-42 

ZW-158-43 

ZW-241-82 

Description University Price 

Two 5.25" floppy disk drives, no expansion slots, 512K 
memory, display adapter with composite and RGB video 
output, serial interface, parallel interface, keyboard, 
your choice of ZVM-1220 (amber) or ZVM-1230 (green) 
composite video monitor, MS-DOS $1040 

Two 5.25" floppy disk drives, 256K memory, Paradise 
graphics display adapter, ZVM-1240 display, serial interface, 
parallel interface, keyboard, MS-DOS $ 1250 

One 5.25" floppy disk drive, one 20 MByte hard disk drive, 
256K memory, Paradise graphics display adapter, ZVM-1240 
display, serial interface, parallel interface, keyboard, MS-
DOS $1665 

One 5.25" high capacity (1.2 MByte) floppy disk drive, one 20 
MByte hard disk drive, 512K memory, serial interface, parallel 
interface, keyboard (no display or display adapter), MS-DOS 

$2500 

Hewlett-Packard 
Vectra 25 256K memory, two 5.25" floppy disk drives, monochrome 

monitor, video adapter, serial interface, parallel interface, 

Vectra45 

keyboard, and HP's Vectra Disk Operating System $ 2406 

640K memory, one 5.25" high capacity (1.2 MByte) floppy 
disk drive, monochrome monitor, video adapter, 20 MByte hard 
disk drive, serial interface, parallel interface, and HP's Vectra 
Disk Operating System $ 3166 

--------------News Continued on Page 8 



REVIEW: Notebook II 
and Bibliography 

Overview 
Notebook ll and Bibliography are companion 
software packages from Pro/Tem. Both are designed 
to handle reference material. Notebook IT is a 
database system which organizes all your references; 

Bibliography creates a reference list based on citations in your 
manuscript Both Notebook IT and Bibliography run on the IBM 
PC and compatibles. 

Notebook ll 
Notebook IT (NB) is a relational database manager which can 
handle any kind of textual information. However, since the main 
purpose of the program is to organize and use reference lists, we 
will focus on that application. 

Typical of relational databases, each reference (book, article, etc.) 
is called a record; each category of information about that 
reference (e.g., author, title, publisher) is called a field. NB 
allows up to 50 fields per record. You give each field a name; the 
name can be up to 20 characters long. The amount of 
information you put in a field is flexible. You can leave a field 
empty, or you can enter thousands of characters; your limit is 
28,000 characters per record If the contents of a field exceed the 
line length, NB will wrap the text around to the next line. This 
gives you plenty of room to have an annotated bibliography or 
include abstracts of journal articles. 

NB will search through any field for any key word or phrase up 
to 20 characters long. While you could search through an entire 
abstract for the occurrence of a key word, it is much faster 
searching through a smaller field. NB will also print an 
alphabetized list of all the key words you have used so far and 
how many times each key word appears. 

You can create a view of your database based on any criterion 
you choose (e.g., all articles published since 1984, all books by 
a particular author, everything containing a certain key word or 
words). This view is then a subset of references from your main 
list You can look at or print this subset 

You can print a reference list directly from NB or save the list to 
a disk. file to be incorporated with your word processing ftle. The 
manual has instructions for using NB with WordStar, 
WordPerfect, and a few other word processing packages. You can 
add printing enhancements, such as italics and underlining, to 
specific fields. Instructions are also given for importing data 
from a dBASE II file or a reference list created by a word 
processor. 

You can use NB's format feature to print your references, or you 
can make your own format NB's format simply prints each field 
with its heading aligned vertically. You probably will want to 
customize your output to correspond to some publishing 
standard. With a customized format you can select which fields to 
print, where they are to occur, and include punctuation and 
printing enhancements. If you submit manuscripts to different 
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journals which require different formats, you can create and save a 
format for each journal. 

Bibliography 
Bibliography (Bill) works with NB to create a reference list based 
on the citations in your manuscript. To use Bill, the first field in 
your database must be labeled Keyname. The Keyname field 
contains the author's last name and date of publication, as they 
would normally occur in the citation. In addition, your citation 
must be in the following form: (%Harris, 1983). The% 
signals Bill to include the Harris, 1983 reference in the list. 
When Bill has pulled all the references, you can tell it to go back 
and remove all the %s which are followed by a character (so 
something like 15% would be left alone). 

Bill can also copy entries from the NB database to footnotes in 
your manuscript, replace citations with numbers, number your 
reference list, and sort the reference list alphabetically or in order 
of occurrence. 

Summary 
Notebook II and Bibliography combined provide a powerful tool 
for handling reference material. The manual is clear, thorough, 
well-written, and gives many examples. To get you started the 
package comes with a sample database and a tutorial. 

The combined price of Notebook II and Bibliography is $300. 
You can order both from Pro/fern at P. 0. Box 4250, Ann 
Arbor, MI 48106, at phone 3131996-1580. 

REVIEW: Turbo Tutor 
Overview 

Turbo Tutor is a self-study guide to Turbo Pascal 
written by Frank Borland. The Turbo Tutor book 
comes with a diskette for the illM PC (and 
compatibles). The diskette contains tutorial 

information and a library of routines that you can call from your 
own programs. 

To use the diskette, you need a machine running Turbo Pascal 
with at least 128K RAM, one disk drive, and PC-DOS or MS
OOS version 1.0 (or later). If you have a machine running Turbo 
Pascal under the CP/M-80 or CP/M-86 operating system, you 
must specify the operating system when ordering Turbo Tutor. 
(If you are using the CP/M operating system, you will need 
CP/M-80 version 2.2 or later or CP/M-86 version 1.1 or later.) 

The Study Guide 
The Turbo Tutor study guide consists of three parts. Part I is a 
general introduction to computers and Turbo Pascal for a novice 
programmer. Part II is a programmer's guide to Turbo Pascal. 
Part Ill (Advanced Topics in Turbo Pascal) contains source code 
and a description of the routines supplied on the diskette. 

While the beginning of Part I is not detailed enough to give you 
a concept of computers and programming, the introduction to 
Turbo Pascal does help you understand how to use Turbo 
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Part II starts by rewriting a BASIC program in Pascal. This 
method of teaching introduces you to Pascal features but skips 
important concepts such as top-down modular design and 
structured programming. As a result, you don't learn how to 
develop algorithms and then write structured Pascal programs. 
The examples given in Part IT do not evolve from simple to 
more complicated Pascal programs and programming techniques. 
Part II's examples are used merely to explain Pascal commands 
and do not approach Pascal from a problem-solving point of 
view. The author explains some Pascal terms at least two or 
three times. This leads to redundancy and pages of wordy 
discussions taken out of a programming context The book 
doesn't offer you exercises or self-checked questions; we expect to 
find both in a self-study guide. We believe the most useful 
information in Part II is the author's discussion of Turbo Pascal 
error messages and the differences between Turbo and standard 
ANSI Pascal. 

We found the diskette that comes with the study guide to be the 
most valuable part of the package. The diskette contains a variety 
of routines. All these routines are described in Part III of the 
study guide. The routines perform many useful functions: they 
allow you to do I/0 error checking; read the directory of a 
diskette; get information about free space available on a diskette; 
display ASCII codes of the characters entered from the keyboard; 
use the Microsoft Mouse from Turbo Pascal; etc. Since you get 

1 the source code, you can customize these routines. 
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Conclusion 
If you want to learn Turbo Pascal, we recommend that you first 
read a good book on the Pascal language such as Oh! Pascal! by 
Doug Cooper and Michael Clancy, published by W. W. Norton 
& Company, Inc., 1982, or Problem Solving Using Pascal by 
Kenneth L. Bowles, published by Springer-Verlag, Inc., 1977. 
Once you understand the Pascal language, you can use the Turbo 
Pascal Reference Manual (see the review on Turbo Pascal 
Version 3.0 in our August 1985 Microcomputer Newsletter). 

If you already know how to program in Pascal, the useful Turbo 
Pascal routines that come with the Turbo Tutor will more than 
justify the $21 purchase price. You can order the Turbo Tutor 
from Borland International, Inc., 4113 Scotts Valley Drive, 
Scotts Valley, CA 95066, at phone 408/438-8400. If you want 
to try Turbo Tutor, stop in the HelpLine. 

TUTORIAL: 
Telecommunications 

As a continuation of the series started in the March 
Microcomputer Newsletter with the article "Adding 
Components to a Computer System," this article 
covers the basics of telecommunications. Rather 

than look at a specific computer and a specific modem, we will 
discuss telecommunications in general terms; that is, we 

will cover the issues that affect anyone who wants to connect a 
microcomputer to a modem. 

How can telecommunications enrich your life? Well, you can use 
your microcomputer to access your CYBER or VAX files from 
home, or use an electronic data service or bulletin board, such as 
CompuServ. You can do all this via the telephone system. 

Modems, Interfaces, and Cables 
Most telephone lines are analog and carry only audible signals, 
such as people's voices. (This is not the case for the University's 
new digital phone system-see our March newsletter's Ask 
Dr. Micro column.) These analog signals differ from the digital 
signals generated by a computer. For a computer to communicate 
over a telephone line, some device must be used to convert 
between the two types of signals. Such a device is known as a 
modem (short for modulator-demodulator). By connecting a 
modem to your computer, you can access a remote computer 
(e.g., the CYBER, CompuServ) which has phone access. 

There are two types of modems, acoustically coupled and directly 
connected. The earliest modems were acoustically coupled. You 
had to fit the telephone's handset into two foam-rubber cups on 
the modem. The modem listened with a microphone in the 
earpiece cup and spoke with a speaker in the mouthpiece cup to 
the remote computer. The acoustically coupled method proved 
inadequate because the modem sometimes picked up outside 
noise near the modem (extraneous noise garbles the messages 
being sent). In contrast, direct-connect modems connect directly 
to the phone line. The direct-connect method eliminates the 
interference of outside noise and produces an overall better 
connection. Although these two types of modems differ in the 
way they connect to the phone line, they each connect to your 
computer in the same way. 

The way a modem modulates and demodulates transmitted signals 
(i.e., translates the signals into information that can be sent over 
phone lines) is determined by the modem's protocol. Your 
modem's protocol must match the protocol used by the remote 
computer, or communications will be impossible. The most 
common modem protocol used for 300 bps (bits per second) 
communication is theBell103!113 protocol; the most common 
for 1200 bps is the Bell 212A, although the Racal-Vadic 3400 is 
also used. For 2400 bps communication (supported by the new 
phone system) the CCJIT V.22 bis modem protocol is 
commonly used. 

A modem is a peripheral device, and as such it must be connected 
to your computer via an interface. The standard interface used to 
connect computers and modems is a serial interface called RS-
232C. Your modem will already have such a serial interface built 
in, but you must see to it that your computer also has a serial 
interface. Typically, the port (i.e., the connector) on an 
RS-232C interface will be a 25-pin connector. However, this 
standard does not require that all 25 pins be used, so the 
connectors on any two RS-232C interfaces may differ. This 
means that the cable used to connect a pair of devices with 
RS-232C interfaces may differ from the cable used to connect 
any other pair. So, be sure to get the proper cable for connecting 
your modem to the RS-232C interface on your computer. 
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Software 
With a modem, an RS-232C interface on your computer, and the 
proper cable to connect the two, we have considered only the 
hardware necessary for telecommunications. And where there is 
hardware, there is bound to be software - software to use all of 
this hardware. There are two general types of communications 
software, terminal-emulation software andfile-transfer software. 
Tenninal-emulation software makes your computer emulate a 
tenninal, but nothing more. With me-transfer software you can 
also use your computer to upload and download (send and receive) 
files to and from a remote computer. 

Communications Parameters 
Before your computer and the remote computer can 
communicate, you must establish a common connection between 
them. To do this you must set values in your communications 
software to match the preset values (i.e., the communication 
parameters) of the remote computer. The remote computer's 
documentation, literature, or help service will give you the 
proper values to use; and your software manual will show you 
how to set those values. 

o BPS or Baud Rate - A communications parameter you 
will set with your software is the speed at which the two 
computers communicate. This speed is measured in units of bits 
per second (bps), which is often termed the baud rate. The most 
common baud rates are 300 and 1200 bps; many modems 
support both. Although computers can handle higher speeds, the 
quality of analog phone lines restricts reliable use to 1200 bps. 
Typically, the remote computer to which you connect will have 
separate phone numbers (for different dial-up ports) to support 
different bps rates. You also match your modem's bps rate with 
the remote computer's by dialing the appropriate phone number. 

o Duplex or Echoplex - Another communications 
parameter is the duplex or echoplex. Echoplex is detennined by 
the remote computer and may have one of two values - half or 
full. With full echoplex, the characters you type at your keyboard 
are sent to the remote computer which then echos them (sends 
them back) to your computer screen. Thus, characters you type 
are printed on your screen indirectly, that is, through the remote 
computer (see diagram below). Although this indirect process can 
be slow over great distances, you can see (confirm) that the other 
computer received the characters intact 

00 
Your -- c 

Screen ...... 
Remote 

r Your Computer ~ .. Computer -. 

Full Echoplex: 
Your computer sends characters to the remote computer 

which then sends them to your screen. 

With half echoplex the characters you type are sent to both the 
remote computer and your screen simultaneously. Thus, the 
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characters you type are printed on your screen directly (see the 
diagram below). This direct process is quicker than the indirect 
process of full echoplex, but you lose the visible assurance that 
the characters arrived at the remote computer intact. 

00 .. Your --... c 
Sere~ 

Remote 
Y Your Computer l ... Computer .. 

Half Echoplex: 
Your computer sends characters to both 
the remote computer and your screen. 

If you don't know the remote computer's echoplex setting, try 
setting your software to half echoplex. Then, if each character 
you type is displayed twice on your screen, you will know that 
the remote computer's setting was full echoplex (since both 
computers wrote each character to your screen). If you want to 
change your screen display, you can readjust your software's 
echoplex value. 

In addition to establishing the echoplex and baud rate, you must 
ensure that both computers package their characters in the same 
way. 

o Start Bit - The frrst part of a character package is the start 
bit which marks the start of a character. There is always one start 
bit 

Following the start bit are the data bits that compose the 
character itself. 

o Character Length - The number of data bits is specified by 
the character length. You set the character length in your 
communications software to match the remote computer's preset 
value. This value is typically 7 or 8. 

• Parity - Next is the parity bit which is used for error 
checking. You select the type of parity used. Usually, the type of 
parity will be even, odd, or none (zero). 

• Stop Bit - The final part of a character package contains the 
stop bits. The number of stop bits, which you must set in your 
software, defmes a rest period. The number of stop bits is 
usually 1, although values of 1.5 and 2 stop bits are also used. 

When any of these values are set incorrectly, the messages 
received from a remote computer may be garbled. 

• Handshaking - A problem can occur when you connect two 
computers that work at different processor speeds. When the 
slower computer cannot keep up with the faster computer, 
infonnation becomes garbled. In a sense, the slower computer 
cannot swallow the information as fast as the faster computer can 
pour it down the line. To overcome this problem, a technique 
called handshaking is used. Through handshaking, the slower 



computer can tell the faster computer to stop transmitting 
information so it can catch up. When it catches up, the slower 
computer can then signal the faster computer to resume 
transmission. 

In a telecommunications connection, handshaking is controlled 
by the software. There are special codes for one computer to 
signal the other when to stop transmission or start transmission, 
and so on. 

To set the handshaking correctly, see the remote computer's 
documentation for its preset value. (A common type of 
handshaking is xonlxoff, sometimes called DCJ/DC3.) 

REVIEW: STELLA 
This review covers STELLA, a simulation and 
modelling program for the Apple Macintosh. 
STELLA is an acronym for Structured Thinking, 
Experiential Learning Laboratory with Animation. 

STELLA is particularly interesting because it represents the first 
program of its class. That is, S'IELLA occupies the same 
position that VisiCalc (the first spreadsheet software) occupied 
before everyone discovered spreadsheets. 

Given this build-up, you're probably wondering what problems 
you might solve with STELLA. The answer is ... a very broad 
class of problems: you use S'IELLA to build and test models of 
dynamic systems (and dynamic systems encompass many 
things). S1ELLA is a simulation tool that can be applied to 
business, engineering, and the physical and social sciences. 

Overview 
Many processes and systems exhibit dynamic behavior. The 
systems' behavior changes over time; non-equilibrium states of 
the system are particularly interesting to study. One conceptual 
model for simulating and studying such systems is called System 
Dynamics, and this is the model upon which STELLA is based. 
When you use S'IELLA, models of systems are built from a few 
simple building blocks. 

8 
One of STELLA's fundamental building blocks is the 

~c;!~~ :~r:=~: in~::~a:;~~:l: a~:: that 
accumulates (as the product is produced) and is 

Conclusion 
Telecommunications can be easy if you mind your !Cs 
(Important Considerations): 1) choose the proper cable for your 
modem and computer interface, and choose a modem whose 
protocol is compatible with the remote computer you will call; 
2) set your software to match the preset values for the remoter's 
bps rate, echoplex, and handshaking; 3) set your software to 
match the preset values for the remote's character packaging, that 
is, character length, parity, and stop bits; and 4) never 
underestimate the importance of setting your software correctly! 

Here are the preset values for the ACSS CYBER and VAX 
computers. 

depleted (as the product is sold). Money (and debt) are stocks for 
models of the economy. In chemistry, the molecule produced by 
a reaction is a stock (and the starting materials from which the 
product is made are also stocks). The icon for a stock is the 
rectangle; this icon is shown at the beginning of this paragraph. 
(Rectangles are used in keeping with a long-standing 
diagramming tradition in engineering and physical sciences.) 

Another fundamental building block is a 
flow. Aflow is used to move material into 
(or out of) a stock. If you think about 
models, it makes sense that an accumulator 

flow (stock) is not enough to model a dynamic 
'------___.j system. In a dynamic system you also 
have changing rates of accumulation and depletion. In STELLA, 
we use flows to model this part of a system. The icon for a flow 
is shown above. The icon consists of a pipe on the left (that 
removes material), an arrow head on the right (that deposits 
material), and a valve (that controls the volume of the flow). 

To control a flow, we need some way of 
connecting signals that are generated 
elsewhere in our model to the valve on the 
flow. We do this by using a converter. The 
converter takes signals from one part of the 

.___c_o~nv_e~r_;t-=-er:...._____J model and uses some decision rules (which 
you enter) to convert the incoming signals into a signal that is 
sent out from the converter. The converter icon (shown above) 
has two signals that are being sent to it (the arrows pointing into 
the circle). The signal that is sent out from the converter is the 
arrow that points out from the circle. (By the way, converters can 
have more than two signals sent to them.) 
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With S'IELLA, you build your models from the stock,flow, and 
converter building blocks. The basic concept is that stocks reflect 
prevailing conditions within the system. Based on the prevailing 
conditions, signals are sent out from the stocks. These signals 
may go through a variety of conversion processes (in converters) 
and ultimately are sent to the valve of a flow where the signal 
influences the magnitude of the flow into (and out of) a stock. 
So, the basic process is: Stocks generate pressure to take actions. 
The actions regulate flows, and flows determine new values for 
stocks. The new values for the stocks generate new pressures to 
take action, the new pressures to take action change the volume 
of the flows, which change the stocks, and so on .... Thus, your 
models consist of feedback loops. S1ELLA is primarily a 
program for building models of systems with feedback loops. 
Another way of looking at it is to say that S'IELLA is used to 
study how a system behaves over a period of time. 

Modelling a System 
Building a model of a system with S1ELLA starts with 
connecting the plumbing to create a diagram of the model. That 
is, you arrange and connect the basic building blocks (stocks, 
flows, and converters) to model the interactions in the system 
you are studying. You build a diagram of your model by 
dragging icons for the various building blocks into S1ELLA's 
diagram window (see the Adam Smith Model picture below). 

As you assemble the diagram you can name each of the stocks, 
flows, and converters. You will use these names later when you 
tell S1ELLA about the decision rules that influence flows. 

The diagram window has a palette of tools along its left side. 
The palette includes, from top to bottom: a hand tool (for 
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moving objects); icons (tools) for stocks, flows, converters, and 
signal connections; a ghost icon; and a dynamite icon. You use 
the dynamite tool to destroy objects and signal connections. You 
use the ghost icon to make a ghost copy of a stock. The ghost 
copy is useful when you need to take a signal from a stock that 
is located a long distance from the converter to which you want 
to connect the signal. Large models may span several pages, and 
ghost copies can be very useful for these models. In the Adam 
Smith Model diagram, both the Price and Competitor _price 
stocks are ghost copies. (Note that the ghost copies of stocks 
have dotted lines for their icons.) 

Of course, all models have boundaries. If you look at the Sales 
and Production flows in the Adam Smith Model diagram, you 
will see that Sales flows into a cloud, and Production flows out 
of a cloud. The clouds represent the boundaries of the model. For 
example, in the Adam Smith Model diagram, we assume that 
there is an infinite supply of raw materials for production; and 
this infinite supply is represented by the cloud. 

After you have created the diagram for your model, you must put 
the initial conditions and decision rules into the model before 
you can see how the model will behave when you run it over a 
period of time. You set the initial condition for a stock by 
placing the hand tool on the stock icon and double-clicking the 
Mac's mouse button. S1ELLA then presents you with a dialog 
box where you enter the initial value of the stock. 

You enter decision rules into the model by double-clicking on 
converter and flow icons. Again, you are presented with a dialog 
box. In the dialog box is a list of required inputs (these are the 
signals that you have connected to the icon). Because S1ELLA 



requires that you use all the signals that you connected to the 
icon in your diagram, your decision rules will correspond to the 
diagram you have entered. Decision rules typically take the fonn 
of simple equations, for example: Sales = Total_Demand * 
Market_Share * ( 0.5 * Eff_Inv_Sales ). When you write an 
equation for a decision rule, you can use a variety of functions 
including pulse, ramp, min, max, exp, sin, cos, if-then-else, and 
others. You can also define the decision rule in tenns of a 
graphical relationship (instead of writing an equation). In this 
case, you draw the relationship between the input signal and the 
output signal as a graph. 

• After you have defined all the connections, initial conditions, and 
decision rules for your model, you can test the model's behavior. 
With SlELLA, you test models by running them for a period of 
time to see if the models' behavior corresponds to the real world. 

· When you run a model you can animate flows and stocks. You 
can also graph relationships between elements in the model. 

Animating the Model . 
· Before SlELLA can animate the magnitude of a flow or the level 

of a stock, the program must know the range of values that the 
flow or stock will take on during the duration of the run. So 
before you animate a model, you should choose STELLA's 
autoscale option. The autoscale option runs the model until you 
tell the program that you have had enough. After you have scaled 
the model, you can tell SlELLA which objects should be 
animated. Stocks that are animated fill and empty as the stocks 

· build up and are depleted. Flows have gauges with a pointer that 
deflects as the flow rate changes. An animated model is not only 
fun to watch, but it is easy to relate what is occuring on the 

· screen to how well the model corresponds to the real world. 
Animating the model gives you a good qualitative indication of 
how well your model simulates the system you are modelling. 

Graphing Relationships 
To get a quantitative indication of the accuracy of a model, you 
can make any number of graphs. With SlELLA's graph pad 

· window you can plot the relationship of up to four elements of 
the model against time. Since you can have many graphs active 
at once, the limitation of four elements per graph is not a real 
constraint You can print the graphs on the Apple Imagewriter or 
LaserWriter printers. 

Other Features 
. In addition to printing graphs, you can print the contents of the 

diagram window. There is an equation window in which you can 
· view the equations (decision rules) that make up your model and 

a table window in which you can see the values that elements of 
your model take on during the course of a run. Both the table and 
equation windows' contents can be printed. 

To run simulations, SlELLA uses one of three commonly 
employed integration methods (Euler's method, second-order 

· Runge-Kutta, or fourth-order Runge-Kutta) to solve the system 
of equations you defmed as decision rules. Euler's method is the 
fastest and is usually accurate enough for small models, but you 

; can have STELLA use the slower (and more accurate) Runge
Kutta methods if your models require it. You can also control the 

· start, stop, and calculation step (dt) times. 

Documentation 
The STELLA User's Guide is divided into five sections. The first 
section contains an extended example that leads you through 
building a simple model in a step-by-step fashion. In the second 
section, the User's Guide covers some concepts you need to keep 
in mind as you begin to create your own models - such as 
feedback structures and how to establish a close correspondence 
between your model and the real world. The third section 
contains a systematic discussion of each of the options in each of 
the SlELLA menus. The fourth section is a trouble shooting 
guide. The remainder of the manual consists of several models 
that are explained in a worlcshop fonnat. This last section of the 
manual is particularly valuable, because it illustrates several 
modelling techniques. Overall, we found the manual infonnative 
and well written. 

Problems 
We encountered one problem that was not covered by the trouble
shooting section of the User's Guide. The version of SlELLA 
we bought in early January won't run on a Macintosh with the 
new ROMs. We called High Perfonnance Systems (the people 
that wrote SlELLA); and they said because we had sent in our 
registration card, they would send us an updated version of the 
software free. The version of SlELLA that has been sold for the 
last month or so does work on Macs with the new ROMs (the 
Mac Plus and Enhanced 512K Mac) without problems. 

Learning with STELLA 
Usually you will not build a perfect model on your first try. By 
seeing how the model behaves (animating it and graphing 
relationships), you can detennine the model's shortcomings. 
With SlELLA you can change your model and test the new 
model to see if it is more accurate. Revising and experimenting 
with a model is an excellent way to arrive at a real understanding 
of a system. 

Because STELLA allows you to experiment with interactions 
and see how the experiment affects the model, SlELLA is a 
great tool for computer-aided instruction. Rather than reading in a 
textbook or on a computer screen about a system, you can 
actually play with the interrelationships to test a hypothesis 
about the system you are studying. Instead of memorizing 
infonnation (as is the case with many computer-aided instruction 
programs and textbooks), SlELLA forces you to analyze and 
understand the problem. Since STELLA forces you to think 
(rather than memorize), SlELLA is an example of a general 
purpose tool that is also directly applicable to computer-aided 
instruction. 

Summary 
We expect SlELLA to be an important tool at universities 
because it is the first easy-to-use simulation tool for 
microcomputers. In one sense, SlELLA could be considered just 
a fancy interface over a program that uses Euler's or Runge
Kutta's method to solve a system of differential equations. This 
view overlooks the power of SlELLA. SlELLA's power is that 
you can use it to build simulations without having to solve the 
equations yourself. Instead of getting bogged-down in the 
mechanics of handling the equations, SlELLA lets you explore 
the interconnections and feedback loops at work in the model. 
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Because you spend your time thinking instead of cranking 
numbers, S1ELLA delivers on Apple's promise of Wheels for 
the Mind. STELLA is similar to spreadsheets; the computer 
relieves you of the monotony of crunching numbers so you can 
spend your time analyzing and thinking about your models. If 
you want to try S1ELLA. visit us at the Microcomputer 
HelpLine. You can purchase S1ELLA at the Minnesota Book 
Center for $120. 

News Continued from Page 1 

AT&T 
PC6300 

PC6300+ 

256K memory, two 5.25" floppy disk drives, 
monochrome monitor, serial port, parallel port, 
keyboard, MS-DOS $1810 

512K memory, one 5.25" high capacity (1.2 MByte) 
floppy disk drive, one 20 MByte hard disk drive, 
monochrome monitor, serial port, parallel port, 
keyboard, MS-DOS $ 3485 

The prices and configurations listed above are representative of 
current prices. Due to space constraints, we have not included 
everything. If you want more details, visit the Microcomputer 
HelpLine and pick up our handout entitled IBM and IBM 
Compatibles. This handout contains full product descriptions, 
configuration information, and information on incompatibilities. 

• Book Center Inventory Clearance 
The Book Center has one IDM XT with two floppy disk drives, 
256K memory, monochrome display, and display adapter that is 
available to whomever makes the best offer. This XT is the 
original model XT; unlike the new XT, this XTs main circuit 
board will only hold 256K. The machine is new and is still in 
the box. Send your written offer to the Electronic Desk at the 
Book Center in Williamson Hall. 

Also available to whomever makes the best offer is one mM 
Graphics Printer. The IDM Graphics Printer is a parallel interface 
dot matrix printer that has been replaced by the mM Proprinter. 
The IDM Graphics Printer is very similar to the Epson RX-80, 
(since Epson made the printers for ffiM). Again, the machine is 
new and still in the box. Send your written offer to the 
Electronic Desk at the Book Center in Williamson Hall. 

• Hewlett-Packard Peripherals 
You can buy two new HP peripherals through the Micro 
Discount Program- the HP 8-pen ColorPro plotter for $750 
and the HP LaserJet 500 Plus for $2865. The ColorPro is a 
business plotter which prints on 8 1/2" x 11" paper; we have the 
RS-232 model in the HelpLine. The LaserJet 500 Plus adds to 
the LaserJet Plus's features. The LaserJet 500 Plus has two 250-
sheet paper input bins; it ejects paper in the correct order. (The 
correct order is page 1 followed by page 2, 3, etc.; it is not page 
3 followed by 2, 1.) HP says the LaserJet 500 Plus is designed 
to handle a "typical printing range of 6,000 pages per month." 
(The LaserJet Professional and LaserJet Plus are designed to meet 
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of 5004,000 pages per month.) We do not have the LaserJet 
500 Plus in the HelpLine. 

Project Woksape Seminars 
The University of Minnesota, in conjunction with IDM, will 
conduct a seminar on IDM Local Area Networks. This seminar is 
the first in a series of technical seminars for current and potential 
participants in Project Woksape. The IBM Local Area Networks 
seminar begins at 9:30 a.m. on June 26 and will be held in 
Coffman Memorial Union, room 320. 

Networking intelligent workstations is becoming an increasingly 
important issue on campus and in the classroom. The mM and 
Woksape seminar will deal with many of the issues that must be 
understood to plan for productive networking environments. Two 
concurrent sessions will be offered: (1) Introduction to Local 
Area Networks and (2) Local Area Networks - Planning and 
Installation. The Planning and Installation session will be 
repeated at 1:00pm for those who wish to attend both sessions. 

Although the seminars are designed specifically for participants 
in Project Woksape, these seminars will be open to faculty and 
staff who are interested in the use of computer technology for 
instructional applications. No preregistration is required. If you 
have questions, call the Project Woksape office at 625-1809. 

Project Assist Workshops 
Project Assist is a campus-based group that was established to 
help University of Minnesota faculty who want to use computers 
for instruction. In addition to the workshops previously 
announced, Project Assist announces two more workshops: 

• The PLATO System: An Introduction for Instructors. The 
University of Minnesota recently acquired a PLATO system. 
Faculty will soon be able to access its electronic mail system, 
its lesson libraries, and its nationwide bulletin board system. 
This workshop will be an introduction to these powerful 
resources. Workshop Date: Tuesday May 27, 12:00-1:00 pm. 

• A Programmer's Guide to Instructional Software. This 
workshop will introduce participants to the features of 
instructional software which are of concern to programmers. 
These features include the user interface and factors which 
contribute to making programs as transparent as possible to the 
learner. The process of communication between the instructional 
designer and the programmer will also be discussed. Workshop 
Date: Thursday June 26, 3:004:30 pm. 

To register, send your name, campus address, and phone number 
to Project Assist, 148 Peik Hall, or call 373-2660. Please 
indicate the workshop you would like to attend. Project Assist 
staff will contact you with workshop location information. 



.. 

Summer Session 1986: Microcomputer Short Courses 

ffiM M~ 

IBM and Compatibles: Limited to 10 Per Class Prior knowledge and familiarity with the Macintosh 

Introduction to Microcomputers - DOS. Fee Level B. 
A 5-hour introduction to microcomputers for new users. 
This course includes background information on hardware and 
software for microcomputers as well as a practical (hands-on) 
introduction to the MS-DOS and PC-DOS operating systems. 
Q June 30 and July 2 from 1:30 to 4. 

Introduction to Microcomputers or equivalent knowledge 
is required for the IBM courses listed below. 

Introduction to .dBASE IT and ill. Fee Level C. 
This 5-hour hands-on course will cover basic concepts of data 
base management You will create several databases and learn 
how to enter data, modify it, and retrieve it (d.BASE II disks are 
available in class; bring your own d.BASE III disks if you 
desire.) Q July 15 and 17 from 9:30 to noon. 

Beginning (Lotus) 1-2-3. Fee Level B. 
This 2.5-hour hands-on course will familiarize users with basic 
Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet concepts. Beginning-level commands 
will be introduced by entering a sample spreadsheet You will 
set-up your own spreadsheet, enter data, formulae, use 
spreadsheet commands, functions, formats, and create several 
charts. Q July 9 from 1:30 to 4. 

Introduction to WordPerfect. Fee Level B. 
This 2.5-hour hands-on course is for new WordPerfect users. 
You will learn to use simple line and page formatting 
commands, how to handle blocks of text, use search and 
replace, change initial (default) values, and how to install a 
printer. Q July 10 from 1:30 to 4. 

Intermediate and Advanced IBM Classes 

Intermediate WordPerfect (Version 4.1) for Authors. 
Fee Level B. 
This 2.5-hour hands-on course for writers will introduce macro 
use and simple outline, index, bibliographic entries, and other 
features. We assume you have mastered the beginning level 
WordPerfect commands. Q July 23 from 1:30 to 4. 

Advanced (Lotus) 1-2-3. Fee Level B. 
This 2.5-hour hands-on workshop covers three of the more 
advanced features of Lotus 1-2-3: database queries, look-up 
tables, and macros. We assume you already have working 
knowledge of Lotus 1-2-3. (The Beginning Lotus 1-2-3 class 
by itself is not sufficient) Q July 22 from 9:30 to noon. 

is assumed for all these classes. 

Apple Macintosh Overviews: 
Enrollment limited to 20 Per Class 

Overview: (Microsoft) Excel. Fee Level A. 
This 2.5-hour course consists of discussion and demonstration 
of Excel's spreadsheet, chart, and database features and of how 
these features work together. Q July 25 from 9:30 to noon. 

Overview: (Microsoft) Word. Fee Level A. 
This 2.5-hour course will include a discussion and demonstration 
of the basic features of Microsoft Word and how the features 
work together. Q July 16from 1:30 to 4. 

Overview: Preparing a Dissertation on the 
Macintosh. Fee Level A. 
In this 2.5-hour course we will demonstrate and discuss the 
advantages and disadvantages of several word-processing and 
graphics programs currently available for the Macintosh. These 
programs include: MacWrite, Microsoft Word, MacDraw, 
MacDraft, Microsoft Chart, and others. We will discuss 
organizing bibliographies, graphing and organizing data, 
placing graphs and illustrations into your document, and using 
the Apple LaserWriter printer. Q July 24 from 9:30 to noon. 

• Fees may be paid by cash, check, or with a signed 
University Journal Voucher. No refunds will be made after the 
class has begun. 

Fees are printed in order for the following groups: 
(1) University students, (2) University faculty and staff, and 
(3) non-University persons. 

,/Fee Level: 
A= $15,$25,$40. B = $25,$35,$60. C = $40,$50,$80. 

• Registration is located at the ACSS (Academic Computer 
Services and Systems, formerly UCC) Reference Room in 128A 
Lind Hall: Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Mail 
registrations will be accepted. 

The deadline for course registration is 4:15p.m. on the last 
working day before the class begins. 

• More Information: If you need more information on 
short courses, call Jerry Steams at 625-1543. 

!~==========~==========~ 
i 
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